Efficacy of SSG and SSG/IFNalpha2 against human prostate cancer xenograft tumors in mice: a role for direct growth inhibition in SSG anti-tumor action.
Pre-clinical activity of SSG against melanoma and renal cancer has been identified recently although the drug's mechanism of action and activity against tumors of additional histological-types remain undefined. The effects of SSG and SSG combination with other agents on DU145 human prostate carcinoma xenograft tumors in mice and on DU145 cell subpopulations of differential SSG sensitivities were evaluated. DU145 tumor growth was inhibited by SSG (69%), IFNalpha2 (33%) or the combination (80%) that induced complete regression of WM9 human melanoma tumors. DU145 cells in culture were also partially growth inhibited by SSG at killing doses (200-800 mug/ml) for WM9 cells, indicating a correlation of SSG inhibition of cancer cell growth in vitro and in vivo. DU145 cells formed multiple micro tumors in mice treated with SSG or SSG/IFNalpha2 in contrast to the single large tumors in the control or IFNalpha2-treated mice, suggesting the existence of an SSG-resistant subpopulation in DU145 cells. Indeed, DU145 but not WM9 cells formed colonies (approximately 4% frequency) when cultured in the presence of SSG. Single cell clone (DU145-7) isolated from DU145 cells showed SSG-resistant growth in culture, unassociated with cross-resistance to IFNalpha2 and converted to SSG-responsive cells by BSO that inhibited intracellular glutathione levels. These results implicate a role for direct growth inhibition in SSG anti-tumor action, provide novel insights into the mechanism of tumor resistance to the drug and suggest a therapeutic potential for SSG and its combinations with IFNalpha2 or BSO for prostate cancer that warrants further investigation.